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Complex shapes self-assembled from
single-stranded DNA tiles
Bryan Wei1,2, Mingjie Dai2,3 & Peng Yin1,2

Programmed self-assembly of strands of nucleic acid has proved
highly effective for creating a wide range of structures with desired
shapes1–25. A particularly successful implementation is DNA
origami, in which a long scaffold strand is folded by hundreds of
short auxiliary strands into a complex shape9,14–16,18–21,25. Modular
strategies are in principle simpler and more versatile and have been
used to assemble DNA2–5,8,10–13,17,23 or RNA7,22 tiles into periodic3,4,7,22
and algorithmic5 two-dimensional lattices, extended ribbons10,12 and
tubes4,12,13, three-dimensional crystals17, polyhedra11 and simple
finite two-dimensional shapes7,8. But creating finite yet complex
shapes from a large number of uniquely addressable tiles remains
challenging. Here we solve this problem with the simplest tile form, a
‘single-stranded tile’ (SST) that consists of a 42-base strand of DNA
composed entirely of concatenated sticky ends and that binds to four
local neighbours during self-assembly12. Although ribbons and tubes
with controlled circumferences12 have been created using the SST
approach, we extend it to assemble complex two-dimensional shapes
and tubes from hundreds (in some cases more than one thousand)
distinct tiles. Our main design feature is a self-assembled rectangle
that serves as a molecular canvas, with each of its constituent SST
strands—folded into a 3 nm-by-7 nm tile and attached to four
neighbouring tiles—acting as a pixel. A desired shape, drawn on
the canvas, is then produced by one-pot annealing of all those
strands that correspond to pixels covered by the target shape; the
remaining strands are excluded. We implement the strategy with a
master strand collection that corresponds to a 310-pixel canvas, and
then use appropriate strand subsets to construct 107 distinct and
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Figure 1 | Self-assembly of molecular shapes using single-stranded tiles.
a, The canonical SST motif, adapted from ref. 12. b, Design of an SST rectangle
structure. Left and middle: two different views of the same secondary structure
diagram. Each standard (full) tile has 42 bases (labelled U), and each top and
bottom boundary (half) tile has 21 bases (labelled L). Right: a simplified ‘brickwall’ diagram. Standard tiles are depicted as thick rectangles, boundary tiles are
depicted as thin rectangles and the unstructured single-stranded portions of the
boundary tiles are depicted as rounded corners. Each strand has a unique
sequence. Colours distinguish domains in the left panel and distinguish strands
1

complex two-dimensional shapes, thereby establishing SST assembly
as a simple, modular and robust framework for constructing
nanostructures with prescribed shapes from short synthetic DNA
strands.
Our 42-base SST motif12 consists of four domains (Fig. 1a), grouped
into two pairs (domains 1 and 2 and domains 3 and 4) that each
consists of 21 nucleotides in total. We design the intermolecular binding interactions of these domains such that a collection of distinct SST
tiles will arrange into a DNA lattice composed of parallel helices
connected by single-stranded linkages (Fig. 1b, left and middle), forming a ‘brick-wall’ pattern (Fig. 1b, right). The linkages between two
adjacent helices are expected to be the phosphates that connect
domains 2 and 3 of the SSTs, and are thus shown artificially stretched
in the diagrams. They are spaced two helical turns (that is, 21 base
pairs) apart and are all located in the same tangent plane between the
two helices. The rectangular lattice sketched in Fig. 1b contains six
parallel helices, each measuring about eight helical turns; we refer to
this as a 6 helix 3 8 helical turn (6H 3 8T) rectangle. This basic strategy
can be adapted to design rectangles with different dimensions, and
arbitrary shapes approximated with an SST brick-wall pattern
(Fig. 1c). By concatenating pairs of half-tiles on its top and bottom
boundaries into full tiles, we can transform the rectangle in Fig. 1b into
a tube with a prescribed circumference and length (Fig. 1d).
A pre-designed rectangular SST lattice (Fig. 1e, top right) can also be
viewed as a ‘molecular canvas’, where each SST serves as a 3 nm 3 7 nm
‘molecular pixel’. Designing a shape amounts to selecting its constituent pixels on the canvas, as illustrated by the two examples in Fig. 1e.

in the middle and right panels. c, Selecting an appropriate subset of SST species
from the common pool in b makes it possible to design a desired target shape,
for example a triangle (left) or a rectangular ring (right). d, Design of a tube with
prescribed width and length. e, Arbitrary shapes can be designed by selecting an
appropriate set of monomers from a pre-synthesized pool that corresponds to a
molecular canvas (top right). To make a shape, the SST strands corresponding
to its constituent pixels (dark blue) will be included in the strand mixture and
the remainder (light blue) will be excluded.
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These shapes, and more than 100 others, were designed and experimentally constructed, demonstrating the self-assembly of complex
molecular shapes from modular components (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Following the design in Fig. 1b, we assembled a 24H 3 28T rectangle
(Fig. 2a) from 362 distinct SST species (310 internal, standard fulllength SSTs, 24 full-length SSTs on vertical boundaries whose exposed
single-stranded domains are replaced by poly(T) (multiple thymine
bases), and 28 half-length SSTs on horizontal boundaries). The rectangle,
which has a molecular weight comparable to a DNA origami structure
made with an M13 phage scaffold9, was made using unpurified DNA
strands that had their sequences designed to minimize sequence
symmetry26 (Methods) and were then mixed without careful adjustment of stoichiometry. After single-step (one-pot) annealing that
involved cooling from 90 to 25 uC over 17 h in 25 mM Mg21 buffer
(see Supplementary Information, section 2.3, for the effects of buffer
ion strength and annealing time on the assembly yield), the solution
was subjected to 2% native agarose gel electrophoresis and produced
one dominant band (Fig. 2b, lane U). This band was extracted and
purified by centrifugation, with the purified product migrating as a
single band on the gel (Fig. 2b, lane P) and appearing in atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images with the expected rectangular morphology
(Fig. 2c) with approximately the expected dimensions (64 6 2 nm
3 103 6 2 nm, N 5 30). Successful streptavidin attachment at selected
internal and boundary positions, corresponding to tiles displaying
biotin-modified strands, further verified the formation of the full
rectangle and also demonstrated the unique addressability of the constituent tiles (Supplementary Information, section 2.4).
Native gel electrophoresis of samples stained with SYBR Safe gave a
17% assembly yield (referred to as ‘gel yield’), calculated from the ratio
of the fluorescent intensity of the product band to that of the entire lane
(after background correction). We note that the structure- and
sequence-dependent variation in the staining efficiency of SYBR Safe
(Supplementary Fig. 3) suggests that this ratio is a bounded (,50%)
overestimate (Supplementary Information, section 2.2.1) and that the
actual yield is probably 12–17%. In the remainder of the paper, we
report the unadjusted yield measurement, which should be considered
as an approximate estimate (within 50% accuracy).
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The fraction of purified product appearing as ‘well-formed’
rectangles (defined as those showing no defects more than 15 nm in
diameter in the expected outline or more than 10 nm in diameter in the
interior) was determined as a percentage of all identifiable shapes in an
AFM field, giving an ‘AFM yield’ of 55% (N 5 163; Supplementary Fig. 6).
This number is probably an underestimate of the actual fraction of
well-formed structures within the purified product owing to the
relative fragility of SST rectangles, which can result in significant
post-purification damage caused by sample deposition or imaging
(Supplementary Information, section 2.2.2). Such fragility may be
mitigated by introducing more covalent bonds into the assembled
structures, for example through either ligation27 of two ends of an
SST or crosslinking28 of neighbouring SSTs.
Following the design strategy sketched in Fig. 1d, 24H 3 28T
rectangles were transformed into 24H 3 28T tubes with a gel yield of
14% (Fig. 2d, e). Transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) images of
the purified product revealed tube-like structures with approximately
the expected lengths of 98 6 2 nm and diameters of 24 6 1 nm (Fig. 2f),
and gave a TEM yield of 82% (N 5 89). The TEM yield is the percentage
of identifiable tubes whose lengths are within 5 nm of the expected full
length of 98 nm, estimated by assuming a length of 3.5 nm (see below)
per helical turn.
The successful construction of seven different rectangles (Fig. 2g) and
five different tubes (Fig. 2i) with distinct dimensions and molecular
weights (Fig. 2h) illustrates the benefits of the modular nature of SST
assembly (see Supplementary Information, section 3, for design and
characterization details). These structures include a 12H 3 177T tube
made of more than 1,000 distinct SST species, which represents a
60-fold increase in the number of distinct tile species contained in a finite
and uniquely addressable shape7,8. These rectangle and tube series allow
us also to plot their measured lengths and widths against the designed
number of constituent helices and the number of helical turns within a
helix, which gives a linear relationship (Pearson correlation, R2 . 0.99)
with an average helix width and average helical turn length of 2.6 nm and
3.5 nm, respectively (Supplementary Information, section 3.5). Highresolution AFM imaging of an assembled structure yielded a helical
width of 2.6 nm (Supplementary Fig. 38), consistent with the above value.
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Figure 2 | Self-assembly of SST rectangles and tubes. a–c, 24H 3 28T SST
rectangle. a, Schematic of rectangle formation. For a more detailed depiction,
see Supplementary Fig. 2. Supplementary Information, section 6, contains
strand diagrams for this and all other SST rectangles and tubes, and sections 7
and 8 contain sequences for all the structures constructed in this paper. b, 2%
native agarose gel electrophoresis. U, unpurified; P, purified (by gel extraction
from lane U). c, AFM image. Inset shows a magnified view of the outlined
structure. See Supplementary Fig. 2 for a larger AFM image. d–f, 24H 3 28T
SST tube. d, Schematic of tube design. e, 2% native agarose gel electrophoresis.
f, TEM image. Inset shows a magnified view of the outlined structure. See
Supplementary Information, section 2.5, for a larger image. g–i, Rectangles and
tubes across scales. g, AFM images of SST rectangles. The designed dimensions
are 4H 3 4T (R1), 6H 3 7T (R2), 10H 3 10T (R3), 12H 3 14T (R4),
18H 3 20T (R5), 24H 3 28T (R6) and 36H 3 41T (R7). h, Logarithmic
molecular weight. The pink asterisk indicates the weight of a typical M13 DNA
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origami9 as a reference point. nt, nucleotide. i, TEM images of SST tubes. The
designed dimensions are 8H 3 28T (T1), 8H 3 55T (T2), 8H 3 84T (T3),
24H 3 28T (T4) and 12H 3 117T (T5). All scale bars, 100 nm. See
Supplementary Information, section 3.1, for the schematics of the rectangles
and tubes and for a depiction of the molecular weights of all 118 distinct
structures we constructed. See Supplementary Information, section 3.2, for the
number of distinct constituent SST species (ranging from 12 to 1,068), the
number of nucleotides (420 to 44,856), the measured widths (11 to 91 nm) and
lengths (16 to 621 nm), the measured gel yield (0.4% to 32%), and the measured
AFM yield (25% to 61%) of the 12 rectangles and tubes shown here. See
Supplementary Information, sections 3.3 (rectangles) and 3.4 (tubes), for gel
results, larger AFM and TEM images, and gel- and imaging-based yield
analyses. The formation of full-length 8H 3 84T tubes and full-length
12H 3 177T tubes was also confirmed by streptavidin labelling of the tube ends
(Supplementary Information, section 3.4.4).
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We next sought to construct arbitrary shapes using the idea of a
molecular canvas (Fig. 1e), with the 24H 3 28T rectangle as the canvas
and its 310 internal SSTs as the molecular pixels. Attempts to assemble
a triangle by simply annealing the SST species that correspond to the
triangle pixels resulted in severe aggregation and no detectable product
band on an agarose gel (data not shown). The aggregation was
attributed to non-specific interactions between exposed singlestranded domains of the SST on the hypotenuse boundary of the
triangles. Two designs were tested to eliminate aggregation: one in
which we replaced each exposed domain with a poly(T) segment of
the same length, and one in which we covered each with an ‘edge
protector’ that has a segment complementary to the exposed domain
followed by a 10- or 11-nucleotide poly(T) segment. Both designs
eliminated aggregation and produced the desired triangles with
comparable yields (Supplementary Information, section 4.2), and
can thus be used to construct a pool of SST strands and auxiliary
strands representing the full molecular canvas. We chose the edge
protector design because it involves a smaller (34 instead of 315)
number of auxiliary species (Supplementary Fig. 43) and synthesized
1,344 edge protectors (each 21 nucleotides in length) supplementing
the existing 362 SST strands (Supplementary Information, section 4.2).
With this modification, a prescribed shape can be created by selecting
appropriate SST strands and the auxiliary strands that correspond to
the shape’s boundary. We used this method to construct the triangle
and the three other shapes shown in Fig. 3.
To explore the generality and robustness of the molecular canvas
method, we designed a total of 110 distinct shapes (including the
shapes described above) (Supplementary Information, section 4.3).
Of the targeted designs, 103 produced discernible product bands on
the gel and the expected shapes under AFM in the first assembly trial;
this corresponds to a 94% success rate. The seven failed designs were
challenging shapes resembling 0, 3, ,, @, a hollow H and two Chinese
characters (Supplementary Fig. 57). The first four (0, 3, ,, @) were
slightly redesigned to eliminate potential weak points (for example
narrow connections) and then assembled successfully. We did not
attempt to redesign the remaining three failed shapes, given their
geometrical complexity. Combining these assembly trials gives 107
successful designs out of a total of 114 (a 94% success rate), with gel
yields of targeted shapes ranging from 6% to 40%. Figure 4 shows AFM
images of 100 distinct shapes. See Supplementary Information,
sections 4.3 and 4.6, for schematics of the canvas design and AFM
images, and section 4.5 for detailed gel yields.
We wrote a computer program to automate picking and mixing
strands from a master library (Supplementary Fig. 58). This program
provides the user with a graphical interface to draw (or load a picture
of) a target shape, and then outputs instructions for a robotic liquid
handler to pick and mix the required strands for subsequent annealing.
Each robot batch produces 48 shapes in roughly 48 h, reducing several
man-hours of labour to one machine-hour per shape and also avoiding

Figure 3 | Simple shapes designed using a molecular canvas. Top,
schematics; bottom, 500 nm 3 500 nm AFM images. The structures were
constructed using the edge protector strategy, with respective gel yields of 16%,
19%, 22% and 16% (left to right; Supplementary Information, section 4.5), and
AFM yields of 37%, 37%, 51% and 36% (left to right; Supplementary
Information, section 4.7).

Figure 4 | Complex shapes designed using a molecular canvas. AFM images
of 100 distinct shapes, including the 26 capital letters of the Latin alphabet,
10 Arabic numerals, 23 punctuation marks and other standard keyboard
symbols, 10 emoticons, 9 astrological symbols, 6 Chinese characters and
various miscellaneous symbols. Each image is 150 nm 3 150 nm in size.

potential human mistakes. The robot was used to construct 44 of the
shapes described above.
Different shapes were assembled and purified separately and then
mixed together for efficient AFM imaging (for example, Supplementary Fig. 72 shows a mixture of the 26 letters of the Latin alphabet). The
shapes were all derived from the same canvas, but coexisted stably after
assembly: there was no sign of shapes merging or deforming each
other. The structures almost always appeared under the AFM with
the desired orientation, facing up towards the viewer (for example,
in Supplementary Fig. 84 this is true of 96% of the structures,
N 5 49). Such biased landing on the mica surface used for AFM
imaging is consistent with free SST structures in solution being rolled
up as a result of their intrinsic curvature12, and unrolling and becoming
flattened when adsorbed onto the mica surface. This feature is useful
for controlling landing orientation, but the expected curvature and
accumulation of twist16,21 in SST structures pose considerable
challenges to straightforward scaling up of SST assemblies to large
sizes. Flat SST structures free of curvature and twist could be constructed by shifting relative positions between linkage points12,18, by
deleting bases16,21 or by using a corrugated design4,19. Such modifications might in principle give access to larger structures and even
facilitate further scaling up using hierarchal assembly strategies19–21,
but may interfere with the standardized modular form of the present
SST motif.
DNA origami9,14–16,18–21,25 typically produces hybrid structures half
composed of biological components (the M13 scaffold) and half composed of synthetic components with sequences derived from the biological part (the staple strands). By contrast, our SST structures are
made entirely of de novo designed and synthesized short DNA strands,
and we thus have greater sequence as well as material choice. For
example, we constructed a 24H 3 28T rectangle (Supplementary
Information, section 5.1) from SST motifs with completely random
sequences (that is, no sequence symmetry requirement was imposed;
Methods) and a nuclease-resistant 4H 3 4T rectangle (Supplementary
Fig. 87) made of L-DNA, the mirror image of natural D-DNA. In
3 1 M AY 2 0 1 2 | VO L 4 8 5 | N AT U R E | 6 2 5
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addition to L-DNA, SSTs could also be made from other informational
polymers such as DNA with chemically modified backbones or
artificial bases, or RNA.
Like DNA origami9,14–16,18–21,25, the SST method works robustly with
unpurified strands without the need for careful adjustment of their
stoichiometry, and with sequences that are not optimally designed
(for example completely random sequences). But whereas the central
design feature of DNA origami is a long scaffold, which is considered to
give rise to this method’s success and robustness9,25, SST assembly uses
only short synthetic strands that enable it to emulate the programmable
modularity characteristic of DNA or RNA tiling2–5,7,8,10–13,17,22,23. Yet
unlike a multistranded tile2–5,7,8,10,11,13,17,22,23 with a well-defined and
structurally rigid core, an SST monomer12 is a floppy DNA strand that
is composed entirely of concatenated sticky ends and only folds into a
rectangular shape because of its interaction with neighbouring SSTs
during assembly. That the SST method is nevertheless successful and
robust calls for a systematic investigation of the assembly mechanism
and kinetics. It is conceivable that sparse and slow nucleation followed
by fast growth allows complete assembly, with the required rate
separation between nucleation and growth arising from structural
reconfiguration or assembly-induced folding of SSTs that can increase
the configurational entropy penalty12 and thus raise the assembly
nucleation barrier.
DNA origami9,14–16,18–21,25 folds a long scaffold strand with many short
staple strands into a prescribed shape without the strand getting tangled
up; our SST method shows that a large number of small monomers can
self-assemble into a desired structure that is not compromised by illformed by-products. These features illustrate the complementarity of
the two approaches, which may represent the extremes of a rich spectrum of strategies for creating complex shapes and structures through
the cooperative self-assembly of diverse components. Thus, the SST
method12 and DNA origami9,14–16,18–21,25, and approaches that use multistranded DNA and RNA tiles2–5,7,8,10,11,13,17,22,23, logic gates29 and kinetic
hairpins30, suggest the presence of a vast design space that remains to be
explored for the creation of nucleic acid nanostructures, and more
generally for information-directed molecular self-assembly.

METHODS SUMMARY
DNA sequences were generated by minimizing sequence symmetry24 (for most
structures) or by populating the SST motifs with completely random sequences
(for the structure in Supplementary Fig. 86). Without careful adjustment of
stoichiometry, unpurified strands were mixed manually or using a liquid-handling
robot and supplemented with 12.5 or 25 mM Mg21. After one-pot annealing from
90 to 25 uC over x hours (17 # x # 58; for most structures, x 5 17), the solution
was subjected to native agarose gel electrophoresis. The desired product band was
extracted, purified by centrifugation and imaged with AFM or TEM.
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
DNA sequence design. DNA sequences were designed with the UNIQUIMER
software31 by minimizing the sequence symmetry24 (for most of the structures) or
by populating the SST motifs with completely random sequences (for the random
sequence set in Supplementary Fig. 86). For design based on sequence minimization, there are several criteria for sequence generation. (1) Nucleotides (that is, A,
C, G and T) are randomly generated one by one. (2) Nucleotides complementary
to those generated are matched following the base-pairing rule: A to T and vice
versa; C to G and vice versa. (3) No repeating segment beyond a certain length
(eight or nine nucleotides) is permitted. When such repeating segments emerge
during design, the most recently generated nucleotides will be mutated until the
repeating-segment requirement is satisfied. (4) No four consecutive A, C, G or T
bases are allowed. (5) Pre-specified nucleotides at the single-stranded linkage
points (for example T and G as the twenty-first and twenty-second nucleotides,
respectively, for most of the strands) are used to avoid sliding bases around the
linkage points. In the design using completely random sequences (Supplementary
Fig. 86), restrictions (3) to (5) were not applied.
Manual design and/or optimization was used for the design of handle segment
sequences (for example the handle segment to accommodate a 39 biotin strand for
streptavidin labelling and concatenation of poly(T) domains). Additionally, in
some cases segments from different SST structures were manually combined to
transform an existing structure into a new structure. For example, additional rows
of SSTs were introduced to convert a rectangle design into a tube design (for
example in converting the 24H 3 28T rectangle design to the 24H 3 28T tube
design, and converting the 24H 3 28T rectangle design to the 8H 3 84T tube
design). Similarly, we also manually converted a tube design into a rectangle design
(for example in converting the 12H 3 177T tube into the 36H 3 41T rectangle).
Sample preparation. DNA strands were synthesized by Integrated DNA
Technology, Inc. (http://www.idtdna.com) or the Bioneer Corporation (http://us.
bioneer.com). To assemble the structures, DNA strands were mixed to a roughly
equal molar final concentration of 100 nM per strand species for most of the
structures (except for different shapes based on the 24H 3 28T rectangle, which
were prepared at 200 nM) in 30.5 TE buffer (5 mM Tris, pH 7.9, 1 mM EDTA)
supplemented with 12.5 or 25 mM MgCl2. We note that the DNA concentrations
were based on the manufacturer’s specifications and that no additional in-house
calibration was performed. Thus, the stoichiometry for the strands was not tightly
controlled. The mixture was then annealed in a PCR thermal cycler by cooling
from 90 to 25 uC over a period of 17–58 h with different cooling programmes. The
annealed samples were then subjected to 1.5% or 2% agarose gel electrophoresis
(gel prepared in 30.5 TBE buffer supplemented with 10 mM MgCl2 and prestained with SYBR Safe) in an ice-water bath. Then the target gel bands were
excised and put into a Freeze ’N Squeeze column (Bio-Rad). The gel pieces were
finely crushed using a microtube pestle in the column and the column was then
directly subjected to centrifugation at 438g for 3 min. Samples centrifuged through
the column were collected for concentration estimation by the measurement of
ultraviolet absorption at 260 nm. Such estimation is useful for estimating the
dilution factor before AFM or TEM imaging.
Streptavidin labelling. Streptavidin labelling was done in two different ways.
(1) Labelling the top and bottom rows or internal loci of the 24H 3 28T
rectangle. Each tile of the top and bottom rows (or internal loci) of the
24H 3 28T rectangle was modified to have a 39 17-nucleotide handle (TT as spacer
and GGAAGGGATGGAGGA to be complementary to the 39 biotin-modified
strand whose sequence is TCCTCCATCCCTTCC-biotin). Special tiles of the
top and bottom rows (or internal loci), and the rest of the component tiles of
the rectangular lattice, were mixed with such handle-complementary 39 biotinmodified strands at 31 to 32 concentration in 30.5 TE buffer (25 mM MgCl2).
(When the concentration of special and common component tiles was 100 nM and
there were 14 different special tile species, a 31 concentration of the 39 biotinmodified strands was 100 3 14 5 1400 nM.) They were then annealed over 17 h
and purified after agarose gel electrophoresis. The purified sample was then

subjected to AFM imaging. After the first round of imaging, streptavidin (1 ml at
10 mg ml21 in 30.5 TE buffer, 10 mM MgCl2) was added to the imaging sample
(,40 ml) for an incubation period of 2 min before re-imaging.
(2) Labelling the poly(T) ends of tube structures. After tube purification,
39 biotin-modified poly(A) strands (35 to 310 concentration relative to the
poly(T) counterparts) were mixed with the sample at room temperature
(,25 uC) overnight. The sample was then subjected to AFM imaging. After the
first round of imaging, streptavidin (1 ml at 10 mg ml21 in 30.5 TE buffer, 10 mM
MgCl2) was added to the imaging sample on mica for an incubation period of
2 min before re-imaging.
Robot automation for sample preparation. A custom MATLAB program was
designed to aid the design of complex shapes and to automate strand mixing using a
liquid-handling robot (Bravo, Agilent). For each shape, 5 ml of each SST resuspended
in water at 10 mM was picked and mixed into a final volume of less than 2 ml (the
exact volume was determined by the number of constituent strands for the target
shape), and was then vacuum evaporated to 200 ml of 250 nM solution. This mixture
was then supplemented with 50 ml of 62.5 mM Mg21 buffer to reach a 250-ml final
mixture ready for annealing. This pre-annealing solution had the following final
concentrations: 200 nM DNA strand per SST species and 12.5 mM Mg21. Each run
accommodated 48 shapes and took around 2 d to finish.
AFM imaging. AFM images were obtained using a Multimode SPM with a Digital
Instruments Nanoscope V controller (Vecco). A 5-ml drop (2–5 nM) of annealed
and purified sample and then a 40-ml drop of 30.5 TE buffer (10 mM MgCl2) were
applied to a freshly cleaved mica surface and left for approximately 2 min.
Sometimes additional dilution of the sample was performed to achieve the desired
sample density. On a few occasions, supplementary 10 mM NiCl2 was added to
increase the strength of DNA–mica binding32. Samples were imaged using the
liquid tapping mode. The AFM tips used were C-type triangular tips (resonant
frequency, f0 5 40–75 kHz; spring constant, k 5 0.24 N m21) from the SNL-10
silicon nitride cantilever chip (Vecco Probes).
TEM imaging. For imaging, a 3.5-ml sample (1–5 nM) was adsorbed onto glowdischarged carbon-coated TEM grids for 4 min and then stained for 1 min using a
2% aqueous uranyl formate solution containing 25 mM NaOH. Imaging was
performed using a JEOL JEM-1400 operated at 80 kV.
Yield quantification with SYBR Safe. Yield was first estimated by analysis using
native agarose gel electrophoresis. The ratio between the fluorescence intensity of
the target band and that of the entire lane was adopted to represent the gross yield
of structural formation. For the 24H 3 28T rectangle, as an independent, alternative quantification procedure the intensity of the target band was compared with a
standard sample (1,500-base-pair band from a 1-kb DNA ladder mixture). The
mass value of the target band was deduced from the intensity–mass curve based on
the standard sample, and was used to calculate the yield of the desired structure.
See Supplementary Information, section 2.2.1, for more details.
Measurement and statistics. AFM measurements were obtained using
NANOSCOPE ANALYSIS (version 1.20; Vecco). The ‘cross-section’ function
was used to measure distances (lengths and widths of the rectangles of different
sizes). ‘Well-formed’ structures were chosen for the measurements. TEM images
of the tubes were analysed using IMAGEJ (version 1.43u; NIH). The ‘straight line’
function was used to measure tube width. The ‘segmented line’ function was used
to highlight and measure tube contour length. Thirty sample points were collected
for each distance measurement (for example that of the width of a 24H 3 28T
rectangle) and the statistics (for example the mean and the standard deviation)
were based on the 30 data points. See Supplementary Information, section 3.5, for
measurement details.
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